
Sell-Side Due 
Diligence Decision Tree

Determine the Underlying Question 
or Purpose of the Request

DocumentDiscuss

Determine what data/analysis 
is possible and reasonable, plus 

timing and limitations

Before spending time creating, 
communicate with requestor your 
timing and proposed deliverable

Fulfill reframed 
request or tweak existing 

documentation

Set a time 
for discussion

Can the request be reframed or existing
information tweaked to satisfy the request?

Provide existing 
documentation

Prepare written 
bullet points and 
take notes during 

call – you will possibly 
need to have the same 

conversation with 
another investor later.

Be sure to 
understand the 
request BEFORE 

spending time 
running analyses!

Tip

Tip

Reframing and 
repurposing are 

underused tactics 
during the diligence 

process. Increase 
responsiveness 

by finding ways to 
use existing data 
instead of taking 

days or weeks 
building something 

from scratch.

Tip

Initial Request is Received 
from the Potential Investor

Does existing documentation exist?

Yes
No

Document or Discuss Response? Many times a quick 
conference call can 

answer a question or 
request and avoid the 

need for creation 
of a formal report 

or analysis.

Tip

https://8020consulting.com/


M&A Transaction Support Services
For more information on how 8020 Consulting can help 

you maximize value at all stages of the investment 
lifecycle, download our free service sheet.

Download 
Now!

Bring in Our Team of Experts
8020 Consulting applies the intellectual capital, technical expertise and energy of our team to address a range of financial projects for 
clients ranging from Fortune 50 companies to middle market and venture backed firms.

We believe even one highly skilled and focused individual can make a huge difference. Our team’s financial and operational experience, 
backed by effective methodology created by our team of nearly 100 professionals, supports value realization and certainty of closure. 
Please contact us directly for more details.

8020 Consulting  |  6303 Owensmouth Ave, 10th Fl. Woodland Hills, CA 91367  |  855.367.8020
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